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Abstract

longer. As a focus of our study, we use a popular memory
task from psychology, the recall of chess positions; a participant in the experiment is presented with a chess position
for a few seconds, and then must reconstruct the position
from memory. The most complete model of chess expertise
has been constructed in the CHREST (Chunk Hierarchy and
REtrieval STructures) [10, 12] cognitive architecture, and
we use this model to simulate the effects of ageing. In previous work [24], we repeated an experiment performed by
Charness [3, 4, 5] to explore the interactions between chess
skill, age, and presentation time on recall ability. Charness
found a positive correlation between recall ability and chess
skill. He also found a negative correlation with ageing, and
that this difference between young and old players became
greater as the presentation time increased.
One of the main advantages of using a cognitive model
is that it becomes possible to manipulate the workings of
the mind in a way not possible with human subjects. Consequently, when we repeated the experiment, we explored
the combined qualitative effect of varying each of a set of
six key parameters of CHREST. We found that only one of
the key parameters, namely STM capacity, caused the necessary interaction between age and presentation time when
manipulated.
Computational limitations meant that we were only able
to explore high and low values for each of the parameters
in [24], but with the identification of STM capacity as the
key parameter, we here report our further investigations into
the effect of changing this parameter specifically.

Previous cognitive modelling work has suggested that
the decline of short-term memory (STM) capacity is the
dominant factor of age-related decline on recall ability. We
report the results of a set of experiments investigating in
further detail the effect of varying short-term memory capacity on the recall of chess positions using the CHREST
cognitive architecture, and demonstrate a good qualitative
match for human data. We then use these results to suggest
a potential functional reason for the size of STM capacity in
humans and go on to explore the relationships between STM
capacity, ageing, knowledge, presentation time, and recall
ability.

1 Introduction
Psychology and cognitive science study the workings of
the human mind. Applications include many areas of human behaviour, both in trying to understand why people
do things in certain ways, as well as trying to predict how
people will react in new situations. The process of simulation and modelling is a challenge in these sciences, as the
phenomena under study (people) are complex, and simple
models typically fail to capture enough properties of the situation to provide adequate results. Since Newell [20], cognitive scientists have used cognitive architectures to collect
the results from many different concrete simulations into
single explanatory frameworks. The advantage of having a
single architecture is that constructing a specific model in
one area can rely on the results of models from other areas
to constrain their parameters and focus attention on what is
scientifically important.
In this paper, we are interested in what happens to human
memory as a result of ageing, a topic of increasing importance in a society where people are living and working for

2 Background
The human mind can be considered to have three different types of memory, differentiated by the amount of
time information can remain in that memory, as well as the
source of that information. Sensory memory serves only to
store sensory information from the senses, which is rapidly
1

lost unless selected by the attention system. Short-term
memory (STM) is the mind’s working memory; the information that one is directly conscious of. Long-term memory (LTM) is the mind’s persistent information store, and
the information thus stored mostly endures without being
consciously accessed. It is STM with which we are primarily concerned in this paper.
It is still a matter of some debate as to how many forms of
STM exist, and to the extent of their domains and independence. One influential model is that proposed by Baddeley
and Hitch [2], in which STM is divided into the visuospatial sketchpad, the phonological loop, the central executive,
and the episodic buffer [1]. It can be shown (through dualtask experiments) that there is at least a strong degree of
independence between the component of STM that handles
visuo-spatial information and the component that handles
auditory information. In this paper we are primarily concerned with the part of STM that handles visuo-spatial operations (hereafter referred to simply as STM).
It is known that the capacity of STM is quite small. Despite some early evidence that human STM was 7±2 [19],
it is now understood that the limited STM capacity can be
masked by the chunking effect [7, 12]. Coltheart [8] found
that subjects could only retain an average of 4.3 items in
STM, and later studies have broadly agreed with this figure;
it is now generally agreed that young adults have a visual
STM of around 4 chunks [9, 18].
It came as some surprise to find that the capacity of STM
was so small, given the complex tasks encompassing many
different pieces of information that humans are capable of
performing. However, as shown by Simon [13, 22, 23], the
human mind is able to act on pieces of information in combination, known as chunks. Chunks are associated pieces of
information that have become familiar, and so collectively
possess some meaning; a good example is how individual
letters become associated as words, which are then stored in
memory. Current research indicates that items in STM are
actually references to the information stored in LTM [12].
It is not presently understood from either an evolutionary, or a neurological basis, why the capacity of STM
should be around 4 chunks. What is clear, though, is that
STM capacity does not remain constant. Abilities such as
vision, hearing and memory [21] all decline with increasing age. An important question in the study of ageing is
the extent to which expertise might moderate the effects of
ageing [6]; does increasing knowledge mitigate the loss of
STM capacity? To properly explore this question, we need
a deeper understanding of the relationship between STM
capacity and memory ability. We next introduce CHREST,
the cognitive theory within which we shall explore this relationship.

Figure 1. The main components of CHREST

3 CHREST
CHREST is a computer-based, general-purpose cognitive architecture that incorporates STM, LTM, and perception/attention systems [12]; see Figure 1. It has previously
been shown to successfully model domains as diverse as
chess expertise [10], physics representation [16], and language acquisition [11, 15]; in this paper, we are looking
specifically at its ability to model the perception and memory of chess positions.
An important goal of CHREST is that it operates under the same constraints as humans do as far as possible.
Specifically, humans take time to perform tasks, and an
important aspect of the experiments in this investigation is
keeping track of this. Consequently, for each operation that
is performed by CHREST that is known to take time by
humans, such as fixating a new square, time equivalent to
the measured (or best estimated) human value is added to
CHREST’s internal clock.
The basic unit of the CHREST memory representation is
the chunk. As described above, a chunk is a familiar pattern
of features; in the case of chess, chunks consist of a subset
of the piece-square combinations in a game position. These
chunks are stored in a LTM structure represented as a discrimination network. CHREST learns chunks through repeated exposure to game positions. New chunks that are encountered are added to the discrimination network in a process called discrimination, and more information is stored
about chunks that are re-encountered in a process called
familiarisation; thus, discrimination increases the number
of chunks potentially recognisable, and familiarisation in-

creases the amount of detail that can be recalled about each
chunk.
The STM of the model is a set of references to chunks
held in LTM. The STM structure can contain up to a fixed
maximum number of chunks. This maximum is normally
equal to the human STM capacity of around 4, but in this
investigation we look into the effects of varying this figure.
The learning process is directed by the perception system
(see [17] for a recent overview). Simulated eye movements
(approximately corresponding to attention) are carried out
between squares on the board. The primary method of determining the next square to fixate utilises the chunks currently held in STM. The perception system uses links previously established between chunks in LTM to attempt to determine if the chunk is (or is not) part of a previously learnt,
more specific chunk. When this strategy is not possible (for
example, when first looking at the board, or with a novice
to the domain with few chunks in LTM), one of a number of
domain-independent heuristics is used, such as “look at the
centre of the board”, or “select a random occupied square”.
As can be seen above, the perception system is both responsible for, and affected by, information in memory, resulting
in complex emergent behaviour.
More information on CHREST is available from:

The independent variables were as follows:
• CHREST networks of {100, 1,000, 10,000, 100,000,
200,000, 300,000} nodes were used. 300,000 nodes
represents the estimated number of nodes acquired by
a chess Master [14].
• Presentation times of {1, 2, 4} seconds. These were
the values used by Charness in the human-based experiments; the same values were used in the experiment
for ease of comparison.
• STM Capacity was modified in the range [1, 10]. As
discussed above, it has been shown that young adult
humans have a visual STM capacity of around 4. Previous modelling with CHREST suggests that STM capacity decreases with age, whereas older research suggested STM capacity was larger. We have chosen a set
of values to investigate this full range.
For each combination of parameters as described above,
this process was repeated ten times to simulate the ten subjects in the Charness experiment: this meant 1,800 experiments in total. Each simulated subject was tested on 50
separate positions independent of the training data.

http://people.brunel.ac.uk/˜hssrrls/chrest/index.php

5 Results
4 Experiment
The CHREST system was set up as a model of the expertise of chess players. A set of discrimination networks
were trained to represent the acquired knowledge of chess
players of a range of abilities. The data used to train the
networks were a set of 76,420 chess positions (mostly taken
from Master games after around 20 moves, but with some
earlier game states also included).
Charness’s experiment on position memorisation [5] was
repeated using CHREST to simulate the subjects. In the
original experiment, a group of human subjects were each
presented with a chess position for a short time, and were
then required to attempt to recall the pieces present and their
locations. With CHREST, the system was exposed to a test
position for a length of time as defined by the system’s internal clock. During this simulated period of time, CHREST
modelled an attempt by a human subject to memorise the
position: eye movements were simulated, as directed by the
contents of STM and heuristics, data were perceived, and
STM was updated with chunks recalled from LTM. After
the allotted time was up, CHREST made an attempt to reconstruct the position using the contents of its memory. The
results of comparing this reconstruction to the original position were then collected for evaluation. The dependent variable was the proportion of pieces that CHREST correctly
replaced.

Figure 2 shows graphs of the interactions between STM
capacity and presentation time by network size.

5.1

General Trends

In general, the results of the experiment show the expected correlation with the independent variables: recall
tends to improve as the maximum capacity of STM is increased, when the time allocated to the system for inspecting the board is lengthened, and with larger discrimination networks (simulating increased knowledge). The explanations are straightforward: a larger STM capacity allows for more chunks (and hence more information about
the position) to be stored; a longer presentation time allows
the system to perceive more of the board and spend more
time searching its memory for chunks; and a more comprehensive discrimination network makes it more likely that a
chunk relevant to the position will be available.
However, diminishing returns are seen as the values of
the independent variables approach their maxima. As the
STM capacity of the system increases, the selected chunks
cover more of the board, until it becomes increasingly difficult and/or less likely to find a separate chunk in LTM that
incorporates the uncaptured information. Similarly, as additional time for inspecting the board is made available to the
system, it becomes increasingly unlikely that further novel

(a) Network size: 100

(d) Network size: 100,000

(b) Network size: 1,000

(e) Network size: 200,000

(c) Network size: 10,000

(f) Network size: 300,000

Figure 2. Interactions between STM capacity and presentation time, by network size.

information is perceived from the board, and less likely that
a chunk more specific to the position exists in LTM. As
more chunks are added to the LTM store, the new chunks
that are added are less commonly-occurring and more specific, so each additional chunk is less likely to be relevant to
any specific position.
There are some specific interactions between the variables. Increasing the presentation time only improves the
recall accuracy if the system has sufficient resources to take
advantage of the extra time; with a network size of only 100
nodes, there is little improvement when the STM capacity
and/or the presentation time is increased.

5.2

Comparison to Experimental Data

Figure 3 shows the results of the human subjects in the
Charness experiments compared to a subset of the CHREST
results limited to the same approximate parameters of the
human subjects. Chess players of the standard used in the
experiments (class B/C) would be expected to have acquired
between 100 and 1,000 chunks [25]. The STM capacity of
a young adult is around 4 chunks as has been already discussed; results of the simulations with a lower STM capacity (arbitrarily selected as 3: the human data are not clear)
as would be expected due to ageing are also shown.
As can be seen from Figure 3, CHREST performs less
well than the human subjects in an absolute sense but the
data do match some qualities of the human data. Like humans, the model displays improved recall accuracy with
longer presentation time, and a smaller increase per second
between 2 and 4 seconds than between 1 and 2 seconds (interestingly, this second feature is only observed when STM
capacity is set between the approximate human norms of 3
and 4). When STM capacity is reduced (believed to be the
dominant factor in age-related degradation in the domain,
as already discussed), absolute accuracy decreases, but the
shape of the plot remains the same again, consistent with
the human results.

6 Discussion
6.1

Accuracy

CHREST has qualitatively reproduced the effects of skill
and STM capacity, but specific models perform less well
than humans of the same estimated skill level. Since
CHREST has previously been shown to accurately reproduce human ability to recall chess positions [10], we believe that the difference in accuracy is due to the different
positions CHREST was tested with (it has been previously
shown [14] that the accuracy of position recall is strongly
dependent on the type of position).

Figure 3. Plot of performance against presentation time

6.2

STM Capacity

One feature of the results is the diminishing returns obtained with a STM capacity of more than 4 chunks. In all
experiments, most of the maximum performance had been
obtained when STM capacity was set to 4. This is most
obvious with an exposure time of 1 second. Accuracy as
a proportion of the maximum accuracy achieved increases
from 0.914 to 0.985 between a STM capacity of 3 and 4.
Thus, we suggest that the capacity of human STM is limited to around 4 chunks because a larger capacity is not particularly useful. Natural Selection predicts that traits of limited value to the organism’s survival will not be preserved
due to genetic drift; also it is likely that extra STM capacity
requires some extra expenditure of energy to maintain.
One significant objection that may be raised against this
hypothesis is the limitations of chess as a domain for such a
general conclusion. Chess is an artificial and limited problem space, and though a STM of 4 may work well in perceiving the game, it is not clear if these results will generalise. (It may even be the case that chess has become such a
popular game because the perception of the board is so well
matched to human STM). This is certainly a good reason to
be cautious of this interpretation, yet we believe that this is
an intriguing result nevertheless and warrants further study.

6.3

Methodology

As described above, a major advantage of using a cognitive model is that it makes it possible for the cognitive scientist to explore the effects of setting parameters to specific
values. In this experiment we have varied two parameters
of the model: STM capacity, and skill level, and assigned
each of them a fine-grained series of values to investigate

their effects and interactions. This systematic approach to
exploring the parameters of the model is one we believe to
be valuable, and which we hope to explore in further experiments. We are developing tools to automate this process
and apply these experiments to larger sets of variables.
This experiment is but one part in a project to not only
understand CHREST more fully, but also to obtain a deeper
understanding of the parameters of human minds. Understanding the limits of human memory is likely to have implications beyond the cognitive and social sciences. Humans
still clearly outperform computers in many AI applications,
in spite of a relatively limited ability to process problemsolving states. A cognitive model of the domain knowledge
acquired by humans will likely be of immense importance
in improving the kinds of problem-solving heuristics which
can be applied to computationally intensive tasks. As the
wider CHREST project continues, we plan to give CHREST
an ability to play chess well whilst retaining the ’limitations’ of human memory, and previous CHREST work suggests that these results will transfer to many other domains.

7 Conclusion
The CHREST cognitive architecture supports the computational simulation of many aspects of human memory.
We have shown that CHREST qualitatively simulates human performance in recalling chess positions depending on
their skill and STM capacity; the effect of STM capacity is
particularly interesting, as this is believed to be key to understanding the effect of age on human performance. As
part of a growing body of evidence, this result further supports the theory of human memory embodied in CHREST,
and further work is aiming to utilise this memory in complex problem-solving tasks.
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